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The Albuquerque UNM-CNM area is a huge opportunity for bold ideas in transit, mobility and urban 
design. Fortunately it has gotten a lot of attention and a multi-year study going on. Unfortunately the 
study suffers from the typical transit-study woes of being a semi-false process of studying "options", 
when in fact the outcome is a pre-conceived proposal for a North-South BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) route 
on University Boulevard (or some variant of that), and thinking outside the box is not encouraged by 
the process. Fortunately, however, the pre-conceived notion of the outcome is probably fairly 
reasonable in this case. Unfortunately that notion is not very bold and only makes marginal changes 
over a very long time, and won't capture ridership as well as it could.

When I say "not encouraged by the process", it's like this: There are planning stages - determining route 
alignments, determining station locations, and so on. These steps pre-suppose that there are routes and 
stations, and that the solution to the problem is to build a single linear system.

When I say it won't capture ridership, the reason is that there is a balance between express and local 
service. Either it makes a lot of stops (and therefore doesn't capture riders because it is slow and 
circuitous) or it is straight and fast (and doesn't capture riders because the stops aren't close enough to 
things).

So this paper will try to open up the box on both the goals side and the solutions side. I'll focus on the 
transit technology angle, though I think that many other policies can be at least as important - design 
standards for walkability, zoning, noise policies, and pricing strategies for example.

What size and kind of solution do we need, and for what problem? 15,000 trips are already made by 
transit daily in the area, so let's think about moving 25,000 for the sake of comparing solutions. There 
are parts of this area where transit ridership has a rate at least ten times higher than the metro average, 
so it should be the most open to bold ideas, with pretty low risk of unmet ridership projections. Just to 
ballpark how much we should be thinking about spending, at $3 per day (for the 25,000 trips), that 
comes to almost one half billion over 25 years. That's just a statement of value (what transport is worth 
to people) and it means we shouldn't be afraid of spending that much.

But we should get real results for real money. We should get, at a minimum:

● significant greenhouse gas reduction

● safety (fewer accidents and fatalities - by a large margin)

● huge congestion reduction

● noise reduction

● a solid operational pattern as a seed for expansion to the whole region

● walkability with joy (not just "it's technically possible to walk from A to B")

● economic boost (efficiency for the economy as a whole and making transport work well for people 
who don't drive or would rather not)

The problem with the goals and objectives identified in the study is they are not bold like these. They 
are like "x% of people within 1/4 mile of a station". That's a good thing, but if you get that, it doesn't 
really mean you have met the real goals as I have stated them.

Here's several opening the box solutions that aren't just a new bus line.
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BRT with loops

In this map, the blue circles are roughly major destinations (universities, hospital, and sports arenas), 
the pink circles are some places with lots of parking, and the green lines are bus routes. Central and 
University would make a plus sign with frequent express service. Menaul is shown on top which could 
also expand as needed.

In this solution we divide the transport problem into (1) quickly getting longer distances, and (2) local 
distribution - using two separate systems. The green lines are quite fast: stations are far apart, the routes 
are straight, and buses have signal priority. Thus there is very good travel time competitive with 
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driving. These arterials can be upgraded up to 2 minute service as needed to meet demand. Given 
signal priority and not needing to park a car, it should be better than driving. 

However, it will only attract ridership if the actual destination - not just the bus stops - are reachable. 
So we have the loops (red), which have 2-minute service during the day and provide distribution to the 
actual major destinations, some of which are quite a ways from University Blvd itself. The loops on the 
map are just an initial idea - don't take their exact location seriously.

As a starter, the loop service can be buses or vans, but we can go much beyond that. Using 5-foot paths 
that share the surface with bikes and pedestrians, the technology could be autonomous electric vans or 
pods like the Frog Navigation's silent electric self-driving shuttles ( http://www.2getthere.eu/?
page_id=14 ). Maybe an on-campus "road" is suitable for this and NEV (neighborhood electric 
vehicles, possibly also operating in autonomous taxi mode)

Note this is very different solution from the plain BRT - though based on the same technology. The 
difference is that there is no compromise on the straightness and speed of the BRT route, while it also 
provides access to the inside of campuses and to the hospital directly. The plain BRT doesn't solve the 
distribution problem well, so the pressure will be to add stops and diversions, which will slow it down a 
lot and reduce its value.

This might not really qualify as "bold", but it shows that adding more detail that fills out the picture can 
help make it get higher value, higher ridership, and thus accomplish the objectives better - safety, 
emissions reduction, and congestion reduction.

The spider

In this next idea, 12 transfer nodes are designated in existing parking lots and in high density 
destinations. They are connected by very frequent connectors, that run back and forth with no 
intermediate stops. In this rough sketch, I included both area hospitals, a few major parking lots, and 
threw in Nob Hill.

For a high level cost feasibility calculation on this (something we need to do more often), I found that 
with 100 $/hr service, every 2 minutes, 15 hours a day over 8 miles of routes, the 25 year cost is about 
270 M$, or well within what we defined as reasonable above.
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A lot of trips may transfer 1 or 2 times, but with superfrequent service, it would be fairly painless.

What about the technology? One could start with buses, vans, or streetworthy versions of autonomous 
vans/pods. They can have priority signals and gates. Or they can be upgraded to elevated peoplemover 
service where the demand is highest. In that scenario, it might need only one vehicle bouncing back 
and forth on the one line, really fast. The Nob Hill to hospital link could reach 40 mph, and might take 
a bit over 2 minutes. With transfers, total travel times could be as good as 5-8 minutes anywhere in the 
network.
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Squished loop

In this next solution, autonomous light peoplemover pods would connect the major areas in a single 
one-way loop.

Unlike the spider solution, this is built all at once with a higher initial cost, but more places can be 
reached without transfer, so there is less overall space and disruption, and fewer vehicles are needed. 

The technology for this could use the Ultra system as at Heathrow airport ( 
http://www.ultraprt.net/cms/index.php?page=overview ). These cars are not crashworthy so could not 
cross roads at ground level, but they are light enough to elevate. The grade separation gives very good 
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speed and thus high ridership. There are also narrower options under development that use box beams.

For something running in people-scaled space (not on wide roads), a big question might be capacity 
versus vehicle size. Huge 120-passenger articulated buses would need an average of 8.5 minute service 
to meet demand, more at peak times. With 12 passenger cars, 25,000 moved over a 15-hour day would 
need average departures about 1 minute in both directions. And with a loading of just 2 per car, that's 6 
per minute, or roughly half the capacity of a road lane. (Again, peak demand is higher.) Modeling 
experience by transit companies would suggest looking in the range of 4-12 passenger cars using off-
line stations. Like an elevator, the car stops only where needed, but it stops on a siding so other cars 
can keep going by. The smaller size allows more trips to be more direct, and saves a lot on the cost of 
civil structure.

Having presented this, I'll say why it probably doesn't meet the goals very well. First, it funnels a lot of 
traffic through the campuses, when in fact a lot of people aren't going to either campus. It's very "linear 
thinking" that way. Second, although it may solve a current problem very well (parking and access to 
the high density destinations) it isn't a seed from which a whole region system can grow. It just ends at 
solving that one problem.

I'm still including this because it's important for a planning process to be open to ideas that are 
different, and be able to analyze them and say why they meet or don't meet the major goals.

Grade-separated grid

This last idea is a grid solution. We use a similar technology as the squished loop, but we come at it 
from a whole different angle - as the basis for expanding throughout the region, instead of just trying to 
solve the single identified local transport problem.

In the map below, all the links in the grid are one way. The technique used to generate this grid is a bit 
strict, in order to ensure that traffic flows properly, and that is the reason why it proposes to serve some 
points that are quite far from the initial area - Constitution and Girard for example. That point is 
included in order to preserve as much straightness as possible for future expansion, and because of the 
natural rule that all grid squares must be trisected (not bisected) to keep directionality intact. This is 
explained in detail in this paper - http://ianology.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/networktheory2.pdf. The 
different colors are a result of the mapping process described in that paper.

The grid is a fully automated and elevated grid. There are about 20 miles of track and about 50 stops 
(instead of about 8 for the bus solution). Of course not all of it would be built at once, and there may 
not be a demand for the closely spaced parallel routes. Vehicles would be on-demand and hold 1-4 
passengers.
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The specific technology could be ULTra or Frog as noted above. Systems like this being constructed in 
San Jose and in India are considering a number of other vendors. (San Jose is referring to it as an 
Automated Transit Network; the older established name is Personal Rapid Transit and there are other 
acronyms.)

This could cost around 100-200 M$ in capital. With operating cost added (which is low), it is probably 
still within the reasonable range.

This and the other fully automated small-car solution have the advantage of operating 24 hours, since - 
unlike a bus - it is cheap to operate at a low level, in a demand responsive way.
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This system also has great support for bikes on board, and would support NEV and autonomous on-
street taxi distribution as well, but there would be less need as the station spacing is more 
advantageous.

People often like to worry about capacity of a system like this, without taking the time to understand it. 
The current projects of this kind in India are designed to carry 100,000 persons per day in Amritsar, 
and 600,000 persons per day in Guragon - which is to say that capacity here is a non-issue.

In the 2013 Transportation Research Board meeting (a major annual conference), a paper was 
presented on comparing the planned Purple Line (a standard "linear thinking" rail line in Maryland near 
DC) with a Personal Rapid Transit alternative to carry the same demand. The PRT version is estimated 
to cost less than half as much and provide faster service.

More about transit planning

Our planning process should be taking a wide range of alternatives like these (and many more that I 
haven't thought of) and stacking them up in terms of the major important measures: Greenhouse gas 
reduction, safety, congestion, noise, and the others noted above. In order for any of the alternatives to 
make a big dent in these measures, it needs to attract people out of cars. And to do that, it needs to have 
high value - which for most people correlates closely with end to end travel time. So the bottom line is 
that it has to be fast and convenient. 

Luckily we don't have to guess about who will ride what, or base it on what we personally like. We can 
base it on established modeling practices with real data, and choose the solution that really works, not 
just one that has been pre-conceived to be the answer, even if it doesn't change the important measures 
very much.

For more on transit planning, here's two links:

● http://www.abqtransp.org   - This site has a long study showing how and why to plan according to the 
methods that I've briefly explained here.

● http://www.abqtransp.org/app   - This on-line calculator performs high level modeling for transit 
ridership. It helps make sure that whatever idea you are proposing really has a significant effect - that 
it works to draw ridership.
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